
Physical2Digital (P2D) is an innovative software 
house developing market leading solutions 
specialising in Customs compliance and logistics 
software that delivers fully compliant SPS and 
Customs capabilities across retail, supplier 
and manufacturer organisations.

Market leading SPS 
compliance tool that 

enables you to be 
fully SPS compliant with 

minimal disruption to 
existing operations. 

Digitalisation of 
manufacturing 

operations processes 
with full 

reporting capability.

Easily implemented, 
patented technology 

that allows you to 
track and visualise the 
secure movement of 
any product globally, 

enabling advance notice 
to border inspection. 

Unique, market 
disruptive  customs 
import and export 

declaration tool. Includes 
automated P&R 

classification 
and Meursing 

code calculation. 



Creation of load specific SPS 
and customs  declarations 
in a single window. Fully 
aligned with daera, defra, dafm 
and  HMRC requirements

P&R requirements for control 
and  restricted goods including 
GM, plastics  products

Geofencing informs control 
post and  facilitates faster 
border processing time

Pre-notification to 
border controls

Commodity code tool allows 
users to  search for product 
commodity codes

Enables pre-notification to the 
border  inspection point and 
faster border  processing

Automated customs 
platform completes  required 
declarations for GB-NI and ROI

Full API gateway enabling 
integration into daera, defra,  
dafm and HMRC

Single source of truth 
allows our  customs solution 
to complete required  
declarations with one data set, 
ensuring  accelerated 
and accurate turnaround

P2D system limits any impacts 
on  current DC operations 
and can be  deployed at 
supplier sites where they  
are the Exporter

SPS platform allows suppliers 
to collate data centrally and 
provide an efficient OV and 
Phytosanitary service

Meursing codes calculated 
without the need for suppliers 
sharing data with 
external organisations

HMRC have stated that 
organisations  using the P2D 
platform will not be at risk  
from a tariff perspective and 
can register  under the UK 
Trader scheme with no NI  
establishment requirement

SPS pre-inspection by certifying 
officer  prior to arrival at DC

Prohibited & Restricted (P&R) 
capability  automatically 
picks up  required ‘additional 
information’ codes  applicable 
to your commodity, e.g. EHCs

Proof of final destination 
using  the Digital Track 
and Trace servicePlatform Capabilities

Features 
• Collect SPS data across the supply chain, aggregated and 

presented in the correct formats to certifying officers 
to support EHC certification at the point of load.  

• Automatically generate CHED Part 1 and prepare and submit customs 
declarations directly into HMRC’s CDS system with full data alignment 
between the EHC, CHED and import declarations.

• Automated P&R classification and Meursing code calculation 
including branded goods suppliers.

• Continuous updating of the platform for defra and EU led EHC 
and AHR changes to ensure continued compliance to defra, daera, 
dafm and HMRC requirements.

• Supports full API integration between suppliers, retailers and directly 
into defra, daera and HMRC systems.

• Veterinary platform.

We offer an optimised, market tested, single window 
platform, integrating you and your supply base enabling 
both to be fully SPS and customs  compliant, enabling 
the movement of goods from GB to EU.

Learn more  » sales@p2dl.com     |     www.p2dl.com     |     +44 (0) 2036 378507
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